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History
Hélicoptères Guimbal

Former Eurocopter engineer and founder Bruno 
Guimbal  started in the 1980s to develop a two seat 
piston engine helicopter. The first demonstrator flew 

in 1992. 

Certified in over 30 Countries
Certification is not bureaucracy. It is the only means 
for you to be sure that the aircraft design has been 

validated. In turbulence. In heat. In cold. 
With vibration. At altitude. 

To resist lightning. In magnetic radio interferences. 
Following considerable natural aging. And finally to 

resist all kinds of stress that you and other pilots will, 
one day or another, put on your helicopters.



Philosophy

Safe | Simple | Reliable 
The Guimbal Cabri G2 helicopter is the safest 
and most modern two seat helicopter on the 
market. The Cabri G2 proves its high reliability 
every day all around the world. 

Stay confident and have fun at all times!



HIGH-END 
INTERIOR
Cabin occupants enjoy a roomy, 
luxurious, leather - clad cockpit, 
with perfect all - round visibility and 
outstanding ergonomics. 

Rudder pedals can be set instantly 
to fit your size. 

You will feel at home in the Cabri 
G2, with cup holder, cabin heating, 
new vents, music input and power 
outlet to charge your cell phone. 



Fly with comfort!
Innovative rotor head and vibration isolation devices provide a 
perfectly smooth ride, along with the low noise emission from the 
exhaust and the Fenestron ® tail rotor. 



AIRFRAME

An ultra strong, light and resistant composite airframe 
ensures safety and stability in all situations. The 
construction allows a high efficient operation with no 
compromise in safety. The airframe design got through 
extensive test procedures and is approved for all 
expectable situations.



HAVE OPTIONS - 
FLY WITH STYLE
The 200 - liter luggage compartment can accommodate the 
luggage of two people, including two airline - cabin 
suitcases. The compartment's shelf is accessible in flight, to 
hold small items like maps, a sweater or a camera. You can 
also keep your jacket with you, under the seat. The luggage 
compartment is readily accessible via a watertight door, 
locked from the cockpit. 

There is also a 20 - liter cockpit forward compartment which 
can accommodate small items, plus the removable 
passenger side dual - control set. 



Safe & 
Smart

Flying shouldn’t be a sacrifice of your Safety!
No  compromise has been made regarding safety features 
of the Cabri G2. The high tech energy absorbing seats and 
fuel systems are there to protect you and your passengers, 

whatever the circumstance, in impacts up to 2000ft/min. 
Enjoy the level of safety once reserved to heavier and much 

more expensive turbine helicopters.  
A dual - station electric trim which allows hands - off flight is 

standard on the Cabri to help you feel as if you are in a much 
bigger helicopter. 



It is tested!

Extensive crash tests have proven 
the functionality of the energy 
absorbing systems used in the 
Cabri G2 cockpit.

The G2 meets all safety 
requirements and standards of a 
modern helicopter.



State of the Art Technology

The heart of the avionics is the EPM, a dedicated multi - 
function display monitoring 36 parameters and providing 
advanced functions such as: Smart power indicator, Engine 
& Rotor RPM, Advanced fuel computer, Automatic 
carburettor heating, Transmission chip detectors 

You can choose between many different avionics 
configurations, including moving - map GPS, dual COM, etc. 

At the top of the range, the new Aspen digital PFD/HSI 
makes the Cabri a perfect glass cockpit IFR trainer. 



Tail Rotor

Fenestron ®
The Cabri G2 comprises a shrouded tail rotor, usually 
referred to as a Fenestron that was proven to provide 
excellent manoeuvrability in every flight condition, in every 
direction of flight up to 35 kts in the hover. Furthermore, it 
increases the safety for people on the ground and helps to 
prevent damage from lose objects from the sky and cabin.

Extensive flight testing of the Cabri G2 and of other 
helicopters equipped with a Fenestron have shown that 
such tail rotor are immune to stall and LTE.



Main Rotor

3 Bladed & Maintenance Free

The maintenance free rotor is incredibly strong, amazingly 
manoeuvrable and comes with a lot of inertia for safe, 

demonstrative and forgiving autorotations.

Fly with confidence in winds and turbulences that would 
ground most light helicopters. Terms like mast bumping are 

history.





ENGINE

The reliable Lycoming engine is fitted with a 
smart digital governor that gives a turbine - like 
behaviour, and a state - of - the - art electronic 
ignition requiring no maintenance. It will start 
without problems from hot to very cold 
temperatures. 
Model: Textron Lycoming O360-J2A
Type: Four cylinder, air cooled
Displacement: 5.9L / 361cu.in
Power Rating: 119Kw / 160Hp



Fuel Tank
With 170L 

fuel capacity 
cross 

country trips  
turn into a 

real 
pleasure. Up 
to 4.5 hours 

flight time 
gives you a 

high 
flexibility 

and inde-
pendence. 



Ready for 
your Mission

THE CABRI G2 COMBINES IT ALL.
If training, work, travel or just fun. The G2 offers all you 
need. From door off operations for crisp clean photo 
missions to mountain flying or sling load operations. There is 
a solution for everything. The sky is the limit!

- Bear Paws
- Door off configurations
- Cargo Hook (Up to 485lbs/220kg payload)
- Great manoeuvrability





Facts
3 World Records
Landing at 21,844ft (6.658m)
Climb to 9,840ft in 6m 42s
Climb to 19,680ft in 22min 6s

Numbers & Statistics
Sold 2008 - 2017: + 200 Aircraft
Manufacturing: France, Les Milles
Flies in more than 30 countries
All season approved
More than 140 000 hours
First flight 2005
Europe certification 2007



Performance

Max Cruise Speed 100kt (185km/h)
Cruise 85kt (176km/h)

VNE (Sea Level) 130kt (241km/h)
Hover Ceiling IGE 5.000ft (1.524m)

Hover Ceiling OGE 7.500ft (2.286m)
Service Ceiling 12.000ft (3.812m)

Max Range*  380NM (700km)
Noise Level  75.7dB

Operating Temperatur: -20° to +45°
Max continous power = 145 hp

Max take-off power = 160 hp



WEIGHTS & CAPACITY

Max Gross Weight: 1,543lbs (700kg)
Typical Empty Weight: 926lbs (420kg)
Useful Load: 617lbs (280kg)
Cargo Hook: 485lbs (220kg)

Seating: 2 comfortably designed leather seats
Fuel: AVGAS 100LL, UL91, UL98
Cabin width: 49in (1.24m)



The Cabri G2
k

We think it comes really close to perfection!



Pricing

IT STARTS FROM $400,000USD*
Helicopter Cabri G2 Basic Price
Shipping & Import

Basic Price Includes
Color white
Beige or Grey interior finish leather
Altimeter
Variometer (VSI)
EPM Pilot Monitoring
Transponder Garmin GTX 335
VHF Radio Garmin GTR 225A
Intercom PM 1000
ELT Kannad 406 Compact
Compass

$390,000USD*
$10,000USD*

*Price for reference only. Price in USD excluding taxes. Contact us 
for more details. www.bchelicopters.com







Operating Costs*

Carefully selected components allow affordable operating costs.*
Scheduled Maintenance
Unscheduled Maintenance
Fuel & Oil Consumption
Provision Flight Hour Limited Equipment
Provision Time Limited Equipment
Yearly Fix Costs (Insurance)

Direct Operating Cost (250hr)
Direct Operating Cost (500hr)
Direct Operating Cost (750hr)
Direct Operating Cost (1000hr)

$24USD/flight-hour*
$26USD/flight-hour*
$45USD/flight-hour*
$24USD/flight-hour*
$1,100USD/year*
$12,000USD/year*

$172USD/flight-hour*
$145USD/flight-hour*
$136USD/flight-hour*
$132USD/flight-hour*
*Price for reference only. Price in USD. Contact us for more 
details. www.bchelicopters.com



Our Opinion

We fly, maintain and sell the Cabri G2!
“The flight characteristics are awesome in every situation. I have done many small and also bigger inspections, removed 
the engine and completed some service bulletin modification. It is a very well thought through concept and it is a pleasure 
to fly and maintain the G2.” Sancho - Chief Engineer & Flight Instructor

“With some natural sceptic attitude at the beginning I’ve approached the G2 very carefully. I’ve gone through several CPL 
courses now with the G2 and neither I nor one of my students experienced any difficulty with this aircraft. The flight 
characteristics and all the options coming along with the G2 are really good for the instructors as well as the students 
confidence. It just feels good!” Mischa Gelb - Chief Flight Instructor 

“The design concept allows for easy access to 50 and 100 hour items for maintenance.  The safety features and strength in 
the rotor head design are unbeatable on the market today.” Tey Steenbergen - Helicopter Engineer

“A wonderful machine with so many options that I can execute all missions with great confidence. The long range as well as 
all the other possibilities I have with this aircraft makes my day really comfortable.” Simon Wittinger - Pilot
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